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Barbarism in Words and Deeds. Barbarism of U.S. Imperial Wars is Unmatched

By Prof. James Petras, October 03 2016

Over the past decade and a half,  the US and its allies have invaded, occupied, killed,
wounded and dispossessed over ten million people, from Afghanistan, Iraq, Somalia, Libya,
Syria,  Yemen  and  Lebanon.  Military  and  civilian  officials  have  systematically  destroyed
entire economies, fostered ethno-religious wars,  and placed corrupt political  puppets in
power.

Americans: Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness? Pith or Myth? Who are we Anyway?

By John Kozy, October 03 2016

Do you really believe that people are endowed by their creator with certain unalienable
rights among which are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness? If so, you are totally
irrational. No! You are deranged. Since human beings evolved, they have been taking each
other’s lives and enslaving others. And as for pursuing happiness? Whether you chase it
until the end of your life, no one will ever care. Having a right to pursue it is irrelevant.
Attaining it is what matters, and no one has even ever suggested that people have that
right.  When Jefferson put those sentiments into the Declaration of Independence, he knew
they were pure propaganda.

Cold War, Today, Tomorrow, Every Day Till the End of the World

By William Blum, October 03 2016

“Russia  suspected of  election scheme.  U.S.  probes plan to  sow voter  distrust.”  That’s
the Washington Post page-one lead headline of September 6. Think about it. The election
that  Americans  are  suffering  through,  cringing  in  embarrassment,  making  them  think  of
moving abroad, renouncing their citizenship; an election causing the Founding Fathers to
throw up as they turn in their graves … this is because the Russian Devils are sowing voter
distrust! Who knew?
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“White Helmet” “Save Aleppo” Protest Proves How Easy It Is to Dress up Actors As “War
Victims”

By Tony Cartalucci, October 03 2016

Recent protests held across North America and Europe staged by supporters of armed
militants in Syria have staged scenes in Western streets eerily similar to those featured in
the photos and videos of the US-European funded “Syrian Civil Defence” also known as the
“White Helmets.”

Propaganda Techniques of Empire

By Prof. James Petras, October 03 2016

Washington’s quest for perpetual world power is underwritten by systematic and perpetual
propaganda  wars.  Every  major  and  minor  war  has  been  preceded,  accompanied  and
followed by unremitting government propaganda designed to secure public approval, exploit
victims, slander critics, dehumanize targeted adversaries and justify its allies’ collaboration.
In this paper we will discuss the most common recent techniques used to support ongoing
imperial wars.

Cyberspace, Information Warfare and Public Access to the Internet

By John Stanton, October 03 2016

There is an inverse relationship between public access to the Internet and the inability of
governments  and  institutions  to  control  information  flow  and  hence  state  allegiance,
ideology, public opinion, and policy formulation. Increase in public access to the Internet
results  in  an equivalent  decrease in  government and institutional  power.  Indeed,  after
September  11,  2001,  Internet  traffic statistics  show that  many millions  of  Americans have
connected  to  alternative  news  sources  outside  the  continental  United  States.  The
information they consume can be and often is contrary to US government statements and
US mainstream media reporting.

U.S. “Military Aid” to Al Qaeda, ISIS-Daesh: Pentagon Uses Illicit Arms Trafficking to Channel
Enormous Shipments of Light Weapons into Syria

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, October 02 2016

The total shipment is of the order of 994 tons of “humanitarian” R2P light weapons for the
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“Moderates” in Syria. (in a single shipment out of Romania) among numerous comparable
shipments by sea as well as by air.
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